Volunteers set up water stations

DMC club picks up service hours while potentially saving lives
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When the president of Del Mar’s Social Work Student Association heard about the horrendous journey of undocumented immigrants through South Texas, with many dying from dehydration, she knew the club had to help families who have lost their loved ones.

“At the beginning of the year, I did a project about my great-grandfather who passed away, and he had died trying to come to the U.S.,” said Erica Munoz, Social Work Student Association president.

The club hosts monthly events where volunteers set up water stations along State Highway 77. Each station contains six gallons of water and will be refilled. On the inside of the lids of every station, there will be a phone number to call for help. In the last two weeks, the club has placed some 18 stations throughout the area.

“We have water stations out so people could stop to get water and not die from dehydration,” said Munoz.

A family waiting for answers

Community comes together to help family mourn loss
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A traffic violation resulted in a fatal chase, a Taser being used, and, ultimately, a 55-year-old Dewboy “Dew” Lister lying on the grass with a bullet wound to his chest.

“Tears started falling down my face, and I had to turn my head just to wipe them away,” said Bartlett Cocke, the father of Lister.

Lister was the English building used to be, and remembers him as a patriot and a great person. “He lived a great life, and we are all going to miss him,” said Cocke.

The Texas Human Rights Center also suffered minor tree and fence construction damage, as well as a broken ground-level glass window.

For Erica Muniz, social work major, it was an empowering feeling completing these water stations.

“I was a borders to get a hands-on opportunity to saving people’s lives. This really see the inequality and discrimination that is ongoing in the U.S.,” said Muniz.

“We got to see a few pictures of my great-great-grandfather that died trying to come in the U.S. We were a part of this project, and we would love to have a part of this project,” said Muniz.

Del Mar and A&M-CC sign deal to ease transfer of classes

Del Mar and A&M-CC signed a deal that will allow for easier transfer between the two institutions.

“With this agreement, students will now be able to transfer for science majors without sacrificing academic and stay here in Corpus Christi,” said Lewis.

The agreement allows for the transfer of science for science majors working toward three separate degrees at A&M-CC.

“The agreement allows for the transfer of science for science majors working toward three separate degrees at A&M-CC.”

Del Mar student Detrey Cavaness about his grandfather’s death. “He lived a great life, and him passing was just another lesson for all of us.”

(See Biology on Page 3)

(See Construction on Page 3)

(See Dewboy on Page 3)
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Wildlife attacking pets raises concerns

“Wildlife attacking pets raises concerns”

For information go to WWW.DALLASFIRERESCUE.COM or call a recruiter at 800-510-FIRE.